
OUTSIDE AGENCY

CHAPTER

ONE

I faded in like a lousy black and white television. Small flat screen,
dark images wavering behind a shimmering curtain of dirty snow, voices
swirling out of persistent static.

“Here. Over here.”
Step around, around.”
“Get him outta there. Hey, get the hell outta there.
“Goddam. Look at that.”
The screen sharpened, resolving into a narrow slit between two eyelids.

The CBS eye swollen with a shiner. The voices receded as different sectors of
my body signaled their positions to my brain. My chin rested on something
springy and soft, like thick rough lining a fairway. My left arm stretched out
above me, palm up, fingers clutching at air. My right bent awkwardly beneath
my chest, wrist angling up to pinch my windpipe. I gagged, making hardly a
ripple in the static. The slit detached itself from my eye and drifted off into
darkness. Losing it, I thought. Hold on, hold on. My brain barked frantic
commands: roll your head, move your hand, unstick your arm. But nothing
sparked in the muscles.

“He still alive?”
Cold fingers burrowed under my collar and pressed my neck.
“Got a pulse.”
The touch ignited pain. Dull throbs sharpened to white-hot points

diving deep into the ball of skull bone behind my ear.
“Roll him over, quick.”
The entire world shifted. My eyes banged inside their sockets. Pain

radiated from behind my ear, circled my head like longitudinal lines, and
crashed back together at my opposite temple. A hand pinched my cheeks,
puckering my lips into a fish mouth.

“Guy’s got a mess of blood in there.”
Fingers plunged past my teeth, poked around, tugged at my tongue. I

coughed. Air rushed down my throat and flooded my burning lungs. Thank
you, I said in my brain, thank you. The message trailed off before the static
swept over me like a blanket. Beneath my spine, the grass felt carpet-soft and
pool-table flat. Several times I tried to sit up, actually conceived each distinct



muscular movement needed to lift my torso vertical. But then waves of pain
broke across the surface of my skull, and the static consumed me again.

“Get that over there. He’s over there.”
Wheels squeaked beside me. A leathery, rubbery smell weaved into my

nose. Hands, too many to count, worked underneath me, gently folded my arms
across my chest.

“On three.”
The hands tightened, lifted me, dropped me onto the leather. I rolled out

from cool shade into hot sun. One eyelid loosened. A man hovered above me,
his white smock melting into the sky.

“Never though it’d feel like this,” I muttered.
“What you say?”
“Never thought it’d ... feel like ... this ...”
“Feel like what?”
“Getting hit by a golf ball.”
I recognized the inside of an ambulance. I could hear the radio chatter,

smell the pungent medicinal smells. I could feel the thrum of the tires on the
pavement as tight turns pressed me against the stretcher’s straps. I blinked out,
then blinked on again, as the stretcher flew on its gurney and banged through
doors.

The air above me filled with faces. Fingers pricked, probed, and
palpated. Lights shined in my eyes. Jargon zipped back and forth, the words
clumping together and stretching apart like a badly warped cassette tape. A few
stuck: concussion, stabilize, suture, tests. Then the static returned. The voices
faded, the probes melted away.

I spiraled down into the old office of Inglisi & Lenahan. A terrific
rumble, like the wash of a jumbo jet, shook the building to its foundation. I sat
in the conference room, wrestling a pen that skipped crazily across a legal pad.
Behind me, plaster trickled from the ceiling in thin powdery streams. The
rumble stopped. A single bead of sweat, the size of a cat’s eye marble, rolled
down my nose and plopped onto the table glass. A rush of wind blew the pages
from the pad and sucked books from the shelves. Footsteps pounded the
corridor. The conference room doorway darkened, and Judge Inglisi walked in,
a svelte 250 in tie-dyed shirt and faded jeans. A Paul McCartney haircut, circa
1964, sat skewed on his head, but I knew intuitively it wasn’t a wig.     

“I’m back. I’ve quit the bench.” He hopped on a chair, which morphed
into a throne with gilt arms and burgundy cushions. “One more thing, I married
Georgina.”

Georgina appeared on his knee, a lush mane of curly black hair
cascading to her waist. She swept a lock behind her ear, revealing a golf ball
dangling from a chain.

“Twenty years was too long to wait,” she said, more in sarcasm than
apology or explanation.

“But it was just...” The absurdity of my answer choked me.
“Ten?” the Judge said, and they both guffawed.



Suddenly, I rose up through the roof and watched the building shrink
through wisps of clouds. The Judge’s jumbo jet nosed up to the back door.
Tiny people criss-crossed the village green between Merchant Street and the
Milton Town Hall. I waved, shouted good-bye, but no one paid any mind.

The landscape blurred, then sharpened into a map. I arced giddily over
a pink North Carolina, a yellow South Carolina, an orange Georgia, then
descended toward a green Florida and into a large house with a glass wall
facing a golf course studded with sparkling blue lakes. Music played; people I
knew to be friends jammed the rooms. And moving among them was a woman
I couldn’t quite lay my eyes on as she beckoned me through the party.
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